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TERMINOLOGY 
  
ACCOUNT - an account which a Client may deposit through payment systems. 
  
PAYMENT SYSTEM - technical infrastructure which ensures the transfer of funds 
to the Client's account. 
  
BALANCE - the status of the Client's  accounts in the Client's Account on the 
Company's website. 
  
BALANCE TRANSACTION - transactions of the following nature: deposits to the 
account, withdrawals from the account and balance adjustments. 
  
DEPOSIT CURRENCY - the currency units in which deposits and withdrawals are 
made. 
  
COMPANY– The company is the legal person with whom the Customer enters into 
a Contract (Public Offer) to purchase products and services. 
  
INTERNAL EXCHANGE RATE - the Company's is the Company's rate at which 
the balance is calculated and adjusted. 
  
PERSONAL ACCOUNT - a software interface for individual use, created and 
formed on the Company's website, which allows the Client to make transactions: 
deposit and withdraw funds from the balance; purchase products and services of the 
Company. 
  
CLIENT (“Buyer/Customer”)- is a natural or legal person, who signed the Client 
agreement and expressed a desire to become a user of the Company's products and 
services, as well as to participate, if possible, in the promotion of the Company's 
projects. 
  
POTENTIAL CLIENTS are persons who are interested in services, products, 
projects involving the Company and who may become Clients of the Company. 
Potential clients are part of the Company's target group. 
  
WEBSITE – https://academyprivateinvestment.com 
  
EIP (Educational Informational Product) - or EIP, CIP, TIP - Educational / 
Consulting / Training Informational Product) is a set consisting of limited personal 
access to databases (electronic archives, libraries) with "Training and Informational 
Programs".  
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TRAINING AND INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMS are consultancy and 
informational programs of courses, trainings, webinars, seminars, lectures - online 
and offline, passive, interactive and other forms informing and consulting on the 
topics of improving personal business qualities and personal growth, increasing 
financial literacy and an person's all-round development. 
  
The Products have been prepared for informational purposes only and do not 
constitute an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any 
securities, financial products, services or investments. The conclusions expressed in 
the Products do not constitute formal investment advice and independent advice 
should be sought if necessary. Any information or opinion contained in any of the 
Products does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities, 
futures, options or other financial instruments or to provide any formal investment 
advice or services. 
 
Training and Information Programs do not constitute professional public education, 
or an official substitute for it, and do not guarantee a higher level of education or 
employment in the relevant qualification. These programs contain courses, analyses 
and information of an informative nature and are the private opinion of the individual 
authors or teams of authors involved in the production of these programs. 
  
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY - The training and information programs are the 
private intellectual property of the Company and their authors. Any copying, 
commercial or non-commercial use of all or parts of these products/products in any 
form other than that permitted to an individual purchaser (individual viewing or 
listening), without the written consent of the Company and its authors, is prohibited. 
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